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Being Barefoot as theAbsolutely
Beautiful: Moral Creativity
Regained and Empowered
through Perceiving (Milk)maids
Painted and Retouched by
Peter Paul Rubens

Jui-Pi Chien, National Taiwan University

ABSTRACT
This paper problematizes the feature of being barefoot that appears to be an idiosyncratic

feature found in Rubens’s depictions of ðmilkÞmaids, mythical and biblical female figures.
To appreciate oddities Rubens created, the paper starts with a discussion that enlarges on

the merits that we may gain from contemplating allegories set against pleasant-looking

landscapes. It then scrutinizes the heated debates over the validity of iconic signs, which
enables us to recognize our application of certain laws and principles as the essential

condition in carrying out semiotic cum hermeneutic inquiries. We, therefore, become

empowered on the one hand to perceive oddities as manifestations of freedom and play
and, on the other, to unify different approaches the painter adopted on the same horizons

of judging. All in all, this paper argues for the urgency of our developing morally creative

conditions in justifying and interpreting strange and deviant forms.

Peter Paul Rubens ð1577–1640Þ is recognized as a key painter who blurred
the division between history ðallegoricalÞ paintings and landscapes in the

early seventeenth century. Throughout the sixteenth century, these two

genres were taken as exemplifying a critical divide between Italian and Flemish

Contact Jui-Pi Chien at No. 1, Sec. 4, Roosevelt Rd., Taipei 10617, Taiwan ð jpchien@ntu.edu.twÞ.
With the generous funding provided by the Ministry of Science and Technology in Taiwan, I am now able

to present my study of Rubens as part of a project on semiotic and hermeneutic approaches to the arts ð2009–
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conventions. During his stay in Italy ð1600–1608Þ, Rubens once refused to paint
woodland scenes—typical of his native tradition—as a gift to the king of Spain

ðGibson 1989, 83Þ. However, later in his life—after coming back from Italy ð1615–
40Þ—he painted a series of landscapes in which we find a fusion and innovation

of Italian and Flemish conventions. In addition, these works were not commis-

sioned for churches or by patrons; Rubens painted them for the interior of his

own houses. We may wonder about the morally creative conditions that enabled

Rubens to revise the northern conventions of world landscape, which actually

appear a bit awkward in terms of depicting nature. Thus, we should reconsider

the significance of his landscape paintings for viewers in our times through re-

constructing them in terms of signifying systems.

Between Oneself and Traditions: Intriguing Landscapes in Later Rubens
In these landscapes Rubens presents in the foreground a stylishly similar group

of figures with variations in their positions, labors, and attributes ðfigs. 1, 2Þ.
When he was painting these between 1616 and 1619, he was also working on

several history paintings, one of which is Adoration of the Shepherds, com-

missioned for the church of St. John in Mechelen ðShawe-Taylor and Scott

2007, 134Þ. In this work we find the same figure, a lady in a standing caryatid

position, barefoot, and holding a cumbersome looking jar overhead ðfig. 3Þ.
In addition to baby Jesus, the six figures around the lady are so large that they

occupy almost the whole painting, leaving the angels, oxen, and a dog at three

corners and creating a rather crammed impression. The impressionistically

painted wooden structures block our view, preventing us from seeing what is

outside the barn. Rubens’s landscapes can be related to such a commissioned

work as he gradually expanded the scale of landscape, reduced the size and

number of figures, and managed to accommodate complete images of animals,

either at rest or in motion. So it appears that these enticing landscapes ðfig. 1Þ
may also exemplify a highly personal style of history painting seen through the

pleasant landscape of Rubens’s home country.

14Þ. In addition to lecturing on key texts in my affiliated institute, I gathered thought-provoking ideas from
actual viewing of paintings, experienced in the museums The Queen’s Gallery ðLondonÞ, Antwerp Cathedral
ðfeatured exhibition on Reunion: From Quinten Metsijs to Peter Paul RubensÞ, Rubens House ðAntwerpÞ, the
Prado Museum ðMadridÞ, Ambrosiana Picture Gallery ðMilanÞ, and the Brera Gallery ðMilanÞ. Drafts of the
article have been presented on two occasions: at the conference “Metamind: Metamorphoses of the Abso-
lute,” hosted by the Latvian Academy of Culture in Riga ðOctober 7–10, 2010Þ, and at a workshop I organized
ðat National Taiwan University, March 7–10, 2011Þ. I am grateful to international colleagues who in one way or
another have shown their curiosity and support of the project. The editor of the journal Signs and Society was the
most helpful in offering practical advice on improving the consistency of the current article.
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Sixteenth-century controversies over the compositions of pictorial space

appear to have found a resolution in Rubens’s landscapes. First, he discards the

geologically unconvincing rocks ðwhich block the horizonÞ, grotesque and elf-

ish figures, fragmentary and unsystematic mounds of land, and, most of all,

Figure 3. Rubens, Adoration of the Shepherds, 1616–19. Musée du Louvre. © RMN-Grand
Palais / Art Resource, NY.

Figure 2. Rubens, Landscape with a View of Het Steen, 1635. ©National Gallery, London /
Art Resource, NY.
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the eerie atmosphere characteristic of the northern tradition of world landscape

ðWeltlandschaftÞ ðfig. 4Þ.
Second, unlike most Italian history paintings, in which the landscape stays

in the background and appears subordinate to the prominent figures in the fore-

ground, Rubens’s landscapes open up panoramic vistas into which viewers’ eyes

may roam as freely and as far away as possible ðfigs. 1, 2Þ. Third, the tiny but ani-
mated figures were observed in real life situations instead of being copied from

Italian masterpieces or emblematic collections. Although there remain some traces

of world landscape, for example, the high horizon, the contrast between light

and shadow as well as the random placement of logs, Rubens has created a kind of

“optical itineraries” ðMelion 1991, 11Þ that invite us to imagine the occurrence of

allegorical stories set against the ebb and flow of peasant life and environment.

We may wonder why Rubens revised the convention of northern landscapes

that had so impressed foreigners as woodlands or rocky mountains but that

disconcerted him while he was in Italy. In addition to his long-term collabo-

ration with Jan Brueghel the Elder ð1568–1625Þ, another connection that may

Figure 4. JoachimPatinir, LandscapewithSt. Jerome ð1515–24Þ.MuseodelPrado-Pintura,
Madrid, Spain. Album / Art Resource, NY.
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well explain his revisions is his annotation of three books of Karel Van

Mander’s Book of Painters ðHet Schilder-Boeck, first published in 1604Þ. He ac-

tually annotated a 1618 reprint of the work in which the first book was not in-

cluded ðMelion 1991, xxiiiÞ. It is not certain whether Rubens turned to another

reprint to read the first book, which contains the laws for bridging history paint-

ings and landscapes. He must, however, have at least leafed through the life

stories and working methods of ancient, Italian, and Northern painters contained

in books 2, 3, and 4, respectively—the foundation on which Van Mander built his

theory. Moreover, considering that the trait of rederijker ðpeople who are enthu-

siastic about transforming poetic lines into visual imagesÞ was shared among

several Flemish painters at the time ðGibson 1989Þ, it can be enlightening to take

the first book as a guide to Rubens’s landscapes.

In the tradition of literary humanism to which both Van Mander and Rubens

subscribed, the idea of “invention” was defined as the governance of “order,”

“arrangement,” and “ratiocination” of the activity of an aspiring artist. Images

of “nature” were indispensable to the arts, which were judged and praised ac-

cording to the discovery of novel thoughts in the composition ðRichardson 1777,

58Þ. Nevertheless, in the study of Dutch and Flemish paintings done in the

seventeenth century, approaches like “iconography” and “iconology” have over-

taxed viewers with the task of deep interpretation. Iconography is anchored in

the didactic or moral lessons that are thought to have been apparent to viewers

at the time but that are disguised to us today; iconology—although much beyond

didacticism—tends to summarize paintings under the umbrella term of a cer-

tain philosophy or intellectual movement at the time ðPanofsky 1972; Adler 1982;
Sluijter 1991; Westermann 2002Þ. In order to appreciate Rubens’s landscapes

painted just before the multiplication of genre paintings in the later seventeenth

century, this article proposes to employ a different approach—“semiotics” cum

“hermeneutics.” Such a composite approach aims to address certain referential il-

lusions in art history while seeking to multiply ways of attributing and interpret-

ing details that serve to enhance our pleasure in viewing and contemplating.

Between Semiotics and Hermeneutics: Iconic Signs, Referential
Illusions, Cognitive Types, and the Interpretant
In the field of semiotics, paintings as well as other visual arts have been taken as

a target in the controversy over whether it is legitimate to treat “icons” as signs.1

1. This section, except its last paragraph, is a slightly modified part of a book chapter by the author: “Un
mélange genevois: Tacit notions of iconicity in Ferdinand de Saussure’s Writings in General Linguistics,” in
Semblance and Signification: Iconicity in Language and Literature, vol. 10, ed. Pascal Michelucci, Olga Fischer,
and Christina Ljungberg ðAmsterdam: Benjamins, 2011, 136–40Þ.
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Semioticians and philosophers have argued against the undifferentiated endow-

ment of the functions and features of linguistic signs to visual icons. In order to

break away from the constraints of linguistic concepts, some philosophers have

refined notions about the degrees of similarity and quantified the amount of in-

formation carried by images in different media ðWallis ½1968� 1973; Goodman

1970Þ. However, the idea that images refer to, imitate, or resemble things in the

world appears absurd to those who follow the Peircean and Greimasean sense

of “iconicity.” According to Peirce, Greimas, and their followers, our making of

images is a kind of mental quality or capacity, with which we constantly think

over possibilities or potential developments. It is thus asserted that relating images

to the world of concrete objects may not help generate an enlightening theory

of art ðBierman 1962, 249Þ.
The Peircean and Greimasean approach dispels the “referential illusion” by

putting forward several features of iconicity: ð1Þ the procedure of making sense

out of linguistic signs is not applicable; ð2Þ it is asymmetrical and constantly

evolving in shaping ideas and possibilities; ð3Þ it stands for itself and exhibits

its own meaning, that is, it is self-referential ðBierman 1962; Eco ½1976� 1979;
Sebeok 1976; Greimas and Courtés 1982; Sonesson 1998Þ. Emphasizing the fact

that logical semantics ðbased on the distinction between denotations and conno-

tationsÞ fails to hold good in defining iconicity and interpreting the visual arts,

certain semioticians have suggested that we redefine icons as ways of modeling

and representing the world which are more or less constrained by the specific

societiesorcultures from which they emerge ðGreimas and Courtés 1982; Bouissac

1986Þ.
Debates developed in the 1960s and 1970s disclose a paradox in the nature of

iconic signs: it is divided between the two extremes of being a similitude and

a convention. In the early 1990s, the Belgian Groupe µ made a drastic move to

explore visual perception as an independent domain from that of language cog-

nition: they declared that we abolish an excessive use of linguistic models in the

study of visual arts and seek to redefine the nature of linguistic phenomena based

on a thorough study of human perception ðGroupe µ 1992, 147Þ. Moreover, they

accused Umberto Eco of having wrongly simplified the relation between images

and objects ð129–31, 142Þ. Instead of dismissing such relation as being merely

referential ðwhich they thought happens only in the designating function of nat-

ural languagesÞ, they justified it as a two-way “transformation” ð132–33; fig. 5Þ.
On the one hand, producers select ðt2Þ some features in their models and in-

corporate ðt1Þ them into their iconic signs. On the other hand, for viewers to

make good sense, they have to interpret the signs in two ways: the one ðt2Þ leading
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them back to the cognitive types of producers; the other ðt1Þ to the conventional

ways of transforming objects.

In addition to such two-way postulations, Groupe µ proposed a triadic

model in which “types” govern the transformation of objects into “referents”

ðor cultured objectsÞ and that of images into “signifiers” ðor collections of vi-
sual stimuliÞ ðfig. 6Þ. They emphasized the fact that there are more transparent

and stable links between types and referents than those between types and sig-

nifiers: referents can expand the paradigms ðrepertoiresÞ of types while signifi-
ers are so ambiguous—much more coded—that it takes conjectures to recog-

nize types through them ðGroupe µ 1992, 140–41Þ. By introducing types into

the structure of iconic signs, Groupe µ put forward a balanced view on the col-

laboration between our innate capacity and evolving perceptions. Iconic signs

are dynamic and even rhetorical since artists negotiate between their expe-

riences of objects and their knowledge of paradigms in their own styles—the

Figure 5. Production of iconic signs ðGroupe µ 1992, 132; in English translationÞ

Figure 6. The model of iconic signs ðGroupe µ 1992, 136; in English translationÞ
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former open up possibilities for inventions while the latter may set limits upon

them.

Later in the 1990s, Eco responded to Groupe µ and the rising cognitive

sciences in a cynical tone: he claimed that it is unfounded to take “cognitive

types” as a self-evident starting point because their nature has beenmade a black

box ðEco ½1997� 2000, 131–34, 138Þ. He suggested that we follow his com-

monsense approach in order to discuss cognitive types ðCTsÞ as constructed end
products in the same fashion as trying to describe some unknown species. His

approach introduced another term, “nuclear contents” ðNCsÞ, into the process
of discovering CTs. According to Eco ð139Þ, NCs manifest themselves as our

multimedial presentations—through drawings, gestures, sounds, and words, and

so forth—of something. These perceptual experiences or memories are made

public when a human subject manages to convey them to another. Therefore,

contrary to what scientists have postulated—some kind of biologically specific

devices are functioning in us all the time—according to Eco, CTs remain in

absentia most of the time. It is not until subjects start to communicate, to rec-

ognize, and to refer felicitously—in order to suit circumstances—that CTs come

to be in presentia. Following this argument, Eco reversed the fortune of CTs

from being a black box to a white one, with which subjects make visible and

tangible their treasured ideas and help each other imagine things and formu-

late ideas. This notion led to the assumption that Eco had taken a realistic turn

in the 1990s concerning his definition of iconic signs. However, a more critical

look into his statements reveals that he actually favored a kind of NCs which is

not limited to any perceptual experiences or semioses but can be “transmitted”

across cultures ðEco ½1997� 2000, 138, 166, 175–76Þ. Thus, it seems that Eco

has undermined his argument—the presence of CTs is governed by NCs—and

thus revived the controversy that he and others had initiated in the 1960s and

1970s: iconic signs are once again detached from immediate physical environ-

ments and the actual world.

Eco’s efforts are consistent since he has always argued that referents are far

from concrete objects—as opposed to Groupe µ, which retained the binary

distinction that types are conceptual and categorical while referents are con-

crete and physical. Even if referents have to be rigid designations in extreme

cases, they simply constitute the starting point of a larger and more evolving

action, which is about making contracts—establishing “on trust” relationships—

with those who have before used certain signs in one way or another ðEco ½1997�
2000, 293Þ. Moreover, instead of feeling uncertain about and even arguing over

the objects referred to, viewers and speakers should examine the laws of modeling
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and representing that have evolved between communities: referents are about

conceptual and legal domains where subjects—across times and spaces—negoti-

ate the uses of certain signs. With such an enlarged notion of referentiality, Eco

recognizes two prospects of iconic signs: ð1Þ they follow and bring together cer-

tain laws and traditions; ð2Þ they are effective in forming discourses and ar-

guments, and even creating certain effects of meaning and truth ðEco ½1997�
2000, 420Þ. Iconic signs redefined in light of a subtle understanding of index-

icality stop relying on objects referred to as the only legitimate source of mean-

ing; it is rather meaning—at its multiple levels and in different contexts—that

guides viewers and speakers into applying laws and principles: “It is not possi-

ble to explain how we refer to reality if we do not first establish how we give

meaning to the terms we use” ð420Þ.
Semiotics does not take meaning as something given or something that can

be easily read from the surface. It rather encourages explanations that go deeper

into the layers of a text in order to discover its latently conflicting discourses.

Hermeneutics and iconography-based iconology, on the other hand, takes in-

tuition, empathy, pre-understanding, and certain philosophical stances as pri-

mary conditions in dealing with a text. These approaches stand opposed to fol-

lowing prescribed procedures to guide explanation and to vary understanding

ðGreimas and Courtés 1982, 187–88Þ. Paul Ricœur in the late 1980s and early

1990s endeavored to unify semiotics and hermeneutics into one harmonious

whole, advocating the necessity of generating meaning and understanding in ac-

cordance with laws and procedures. As he declared, the benefit is to transform

explanation and understanding as a matter of “pedagogy”: a process or recon-

struction made up by intermediary stages, which we can repeat for ourselves and

teach to others ðRicœur 1990, 117Þ. Likewise, Eco took a similar turn in the way

that he has made CTs—laws and referents—so stable and tangible that they

function like “systems of instructions” with which interpreters learn how they

can manage texts ðEco ½1997� 2000, 168, 171Þ.
Actually, we cannot afford to lose sight of either portion—the world or our

mind—while engaging in the task of interpreting. Peirce in fact revised the

doctrines of introspective psychology, which advocated that we could know

something intuitively without paying attention to objects in the world. He

rather promoted a strong sense of observing and perceiving the outer world

with his notion of the “interpretant,” which is already an interpretation and yet

precedes emergent signs ðPeirce 1991Þ. Such a notion serves to mediate our

perceptual and enactive ends: we have an innate capacity or schema to form

mental images of our own, and further still we seek to develop them in tune
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with our social and cultural environments. Precisely, we need to conceptualize

some kind of two-way interpretant—the private mind that shows the enthu-

siasm of developing endless semiosis; the public mind ðsuch as the notion of

nuclear contents defined by EcoÞ that encourages investigations into and ne-

gotiations between contradictory explanations—so as to fruitfully revise certain

unpolished readings. According to Ricœur, such interplay can be seen as the

double principle of “difference and reference” that serves to unify our mind and

the world while we are carrying out the semiotic cum hermeneutic inquiry

ð½1969� 1974, 261Þ. Our “suspension of the natural relation to things” enables

us to breed differential relations that constitute a semiotic system in our mind

ð260Þ. Nevertheless, such a system remains limited—merely a gathering of con-

templations—unless we make efforts to associate the system with the world: to

refer felicitously and to stage dialogues between intriguing details ð260–61Þ. Our
application of certain laws and principles would definitely give rise to unforeseen

meaning or signification that serves to update any semiotic system we are es-

tablishing.2 Basing our development on the methodological convergence between

semiotics and hermeneutics, we move on to explore intriguing details found in

Rubens’s landscapes.

Between Art and Play: Widening Our Horizons, Unifying Patterns,
and Gaining Understandings
An iconographic viewpoint regarding the stylization of milkmaids in Rubens’s

later works affirms the painter’s transformation of the genre of ill-matched

lovers: the crudely moralistic overtones of the genre have been converted into

states of rural plenty, genuine affection, and heavenly blissfulness as revealed in

his landscapes. Such a renewal is also believed to correspond to a very personal

aspect in Rubens’s life—his second marriage with the much younger Helena

Fourment and his joy of regaining the pleasures of the flesh ðBelkin 2009, 264,

268Þ. This viewpoint is adequate in the way that it seeks to bridge the gap

between art and life. However, in light of the form-giving principle ðGestal-
tungsprinzipÞ, or more precisely, the formation of an iconic sign ðGroupe µ 1992;
Pächt 1999Þ, an artist already interpreted and transformed what he has expe-

rienced in accordance with some innate organizing principles; that is to say, the

link between art and real life is always obscure ðGroupe µ 1992, 136Þ.
There are actually more intricate ties between art and thinking: our dis-

covery of an artist’s inner logic and rhetorical strategies matters more than

2. I am indebted to the editor in summing up the debates over iconic signs.
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recognizing a biographical aspect in his works. Real life constitutes only one

among the numerous referents that we can utilize in interpreting and even

creating the effects of meaning and truth. Let us compare two pieces of work

that attest to such a division between viewpoints in practicing art history:

ð1Þ one of Rubens’s landscapes,Winter: The Interior of a Barn ð1618–19Þ; ð2Þ a
late sixteenth-century drawing, An Old Peasant and Two Young Women on

Their Way to Market, that Rubens retouched toward the end of his life ð1635–
40; Belkin 2009, 88Þ. On the right of the winter landscape, a milkmaid is seen

working and sitting cross-legged behind a cow ðfig. 7Þ.
However, her face remains hidden behind the udder and teats of the animal

and only her heavy bare hands and unshapely left foot are visible. Some com-

ical effects can be seen even in the detail that exceptionally depicts in the face

of the cow the emotions of anger and impatience ðfig. 8Þ.
In the retouched drawing, Rubens modified to a large extent the nose,

hairdo, the jar, and the feet of the maid on the right. Likewise, her right foot

is deprived of the refined distinctions between toes while her left foot is made

like an animal’s claw ðfig. 8Þ. It has been asserted that Rubens owes his por-

traiture of female visages and hairstyles to Titian and other masters ðMüller

1982; Haverkamp-Begemann and Logan 1988; Vergara 2002Þ. However, the

feature of being barefoot is more idiosyncratic: mythical or biblical female fig-

ures in his allegorical paintings also appear barefoot ðBelkin 2009, 268Þ. On
the one hand, concerning the skills and styles of representing female heads,

the image of a faceless milkmaid creates a certain uncertainty among view-

ers: Rubens temporarily annulled his relationships with other masters he had

copied or imitated. On the other hand, he appears to have repeated the cari-

cature of an unshapely bare foot to emphasize his own peculiar way of depict-

ing milkmaids.

On our first encounter with these intentional caricatures, we may find them

extremely unpleasant, or even rather ugly, and we may want to keep our distance

from them. It may also appear a daunting task to appreciate some true thoughts

behind them. However, we should regard them as a series of “clues,” “traces,”

or “evidence” that we cannot avoid ðGinzburg ½1986� 1992; ½2006� 2012Þ. These
details can be easily neglected or disparaged, yet putting them in order may

lead us toward a revised reading of the iconographic viewpoint. Although these

sketchy and minor details appearing at the margins of animal and human bod-

ies may not correspond to any major style of painting accepted in art history,

they vividly reveal the painter’s originality or unique artistic sensibility. They also

enlarge on our demand for establishing a semiotic system that values imperfections
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as some kind of experimental or new evidence. Our task is: how should we change

our attitude so as to avoid feeling silly or fooled? What can we do to feel emo-

tionally encouraged and even to develop something intellectually stimulating?

There is a good chance of gaining “clarity” and “vividness” of meaning and truth

if we manage to tell impressive stories: the word evidence in Greek ðenargeia,
a notion used to judge epic poets’ and painters’ skillsÞ and its Latin equivalent

ðevidentia in narratione, a principle that orators should applyÞ actually suggest
such a prospect of an engaging inquiry ðGinzburg ½2006� 2012, 10–12, 21–22Þ.3

In order to make the most out of the surface of artworks, certain herme-

neutic philosophers have advised us to consider experiencing and interpret-

ing the visual arts as a way of playing. When viewing in this context, we would

appreciate games of make-believe, tension, and, above all, participation ðHuizinga
½1949� 1998; Gadamer ½1960� 1994Þ. A quite radical line of thinking is to imag-

ine an artwork as an event of being ðSeinsvorgangÞ, as if it were a human being

charged with vigor and vitality, so that we can enter into dialogue with it and

work on mutual benefits, well-being, and solidarity ðGadamer ½1960� 1994, 144,
151; Gadamer and Ricœur 1982, 304Þ. This healthy approach to communicat-

ing with artworks is based on appreciating play as a legitimate way of overcom-

ing the gaps between beings. In the first place, artworks are actually competent

or informative if some parts of them have already attracted our attention. We

then start wondering about these attractive details with an eye toward discover-

ing some kind of meaning or surprise. Eventually, recognizing certain affinities

with them, we gradually develop an enlarged picture about the participants in the

game. Considering the constant comings and goings staged between addressers

and addressees, some new revelations are expected to appear in each communi-

cation, and the benefits are equated to the joy of winning a game.

With regard to Flemish and Dutch paintings, Hegel already revised the

then-prevailing impression of their crudity and vulgarity. Applying the notion

of “sublation,” the approach of negotiating between extreme oppositions, he

developed the idea that these works can actually arouse our sympathy or move

our soul when we observe more carefully their explicit details, bright colors,

and diverse situations ðGombrich 1984, 59–60Þ. For Hegel, compared with

Italian paintings, which immediately give the impression of sweet and divine

beauty, Flemish and Dutch works, though ill formed, can still evoke feelings of

divinity and piety as we contemplate their qualities of naivety, cheerfulness,

and comicality. Hegel also attributed this digression from Italian art to the

3. Once again, I am indebted to the editor for his advice on drawing on the “evidential” semiotic paradigm
defined by Carlo Ginzburg.
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freedom and boldness of presentations among Germanic artists ðHegel 1975,

882–87Þ. The Dutch scholar Johann Huizinga noticed something similar when

searching for some manifestations of the spirit of play in art history. He observed

that Baroque painters such as Rubens were not all that serious with their works;

they always included an extensive amount of play elements even while express-

ing intense religious emotions ðHuizinga ½1949� 1998, 182Þ.
Hegel and Huizinga’s mediations between Rubens and his tradition endorse

the practicality of applying the play concept to our way of perceiving oddities:

ð1Þ they more or less reveal an artist’s playfulness in his own art; ð2Þ they are
examples of relaxation from the artist’s standard or regular work; ð3Þ we should
absolutely enjoy being tricked so as to be clever in the game of meaning seek-

ing ð½1949� 1998, 23Þ. According to Hegel and Huizinga, part of our task is to

revive the experience of certain profound emotions while simultaneously en-

gaging with play elements.

Let us look into the two works by Rubens once again ðfig. 9Þ. On our second

encounter with them, we have already changed our attitude, being more con-

fident of our discerning eyes in discovering things that may induce our emotive

and analytic potentials. Huizinga provides us with a starting point, which is to

observe patterns of alternation, that is, the underlying rhythm or logic of play.

Fortunately, we do spot some patterns shared between the two works: farm

Figure 9. Two approaches Rubens adopted in creating similar patterns. By permission of
Royal Collection and Art Resource ðrepresenting RMN-Grand PalaisÞ.
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animals/humans; the old/the young; women/men; individuals/groups; at work/

at rest; sitting/walking; holding/shouldering; basket/pitcher, and so on. Such alter-

nations between figures, actions, and attributes give the impression that a diversity

of things is made to coexist harmoniously on the same horizon. Harmony also

comes about in the way that the peasants go together with their livestock in a

distinctive yet seamless fashion, and it appears that they enjoy each other’s com-

pany so that one cannot dispense with the other. By glancing back and forth be-

tween these various patterns as sympathetic viewer-players, we may even feel

inspired, invited to experience the divine pact between God, humans, and an-

imals as told in the biblical story of Genesis. When immersing ourselves in this

sacred order, we find holy yet highly meaningful messages emanating from these

schematic details.

The trick that Rubens has played appears at rather marginal sections of

the two pieces: the milkmaids with one or two unshapely feet are made to go

together not only with animals but also with male peasants. Rubens alternates

between two approaches in creating such a playful pattern: ð1Þ in the winter

landscape, he makes the old man’s right hand obscure, since the big thigh of the

cow blocks our view of the way he actually works out with the maid; ð2Þ in the

retouched drawing he compulsively obliterates the man’s left foot and makes

his thigh hidden in the maid’s drapery ðBelkin 2009, 267; fig. 9Þ. However alarm-

ingly incompatible and perceptually challenging these patterns appear as op-

posed to the others, we in our overall viewing cannot ignore them; they actually

are the only schemes that serve to unify the painting and the drawing on the

same horizons of judging. On the condition that we have already regained some

sense of divinity and holiness, we may wonder how we can possibly attain

some even more cheerful states of inner glow ðScheinÞ, some unification of var-

ious forms of the beautiful, the sublime, and the absolute, after taking steps to

overcome the gap between these unique patterns and the rest of the scenes.

Rubens appears to have introduced a contradictory worldview into his land-

scapes. His unique world of thinking, as revealed in his schematization and mod-

ification of patterns, calls for amore interpretive work than resting assured with the

fact of his marrying a much younger woman. Can we simply identify Rubens

as any of these old peasants accompanied by young girls? These old peasants

do not appear revitalized or excited at all. How else might Rubens have pro-

jected himself into these playful works while experimenting with his thoughts?

It has been suggested that we should temporarily put off any external facts while

assessing what we see in paintings. Rather, we should always start formulat-

ing our questions on the basis of the features in the paintings and then seek to
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establish certain patterns or arrangements. Such a revised procedure helps to

discover a lot more interesting conditions, possibilities, and problems.

In order to overcome our historical, emotional, and intellectual distance from

the oddities Rubens has created as we try to penetrate his unique world of think-

ing, we should also adopt dialectical and hermeneutical ways of interpreting

the works. We aim to reduce the opacity of these images by conceiving Rubens as

an autonomous yet creative agent who is able to experiment with unique sche-

matizations and arrangements while seeking to mediate diverse traditions and

worldviews.

Oneself as Another: Moral Creativity Regained and Empowered
Specifically, Rubens’s selfhood ðipse-identityÞ growing in relation to his mise-

en-scène of odd images should not be narrowly interpreted as a revelation of

certain traits in his personality or unwisely related to particular events in his

real life. Rather, we should explore how his selfhood and artistic sensibility in-

teract with his social environments and the artistic stimuli of his colleagues. By

way of blending his works with other painters’ creative outputs, we will discover—

through a unifying yet dynamic system—some fashions of mediating world-

views and devising the rhetoric of promoting Christian belief. Such a scope of

looking into Rubens is grounded in our association of similar-looking images

and alignment of sequences that extend far beyond his time, area, and tradition.

In the course of weaving narratives for these forms, associations, and sequences,

we will refrain from referring to ready-made iconographic or stylistic labels such

as “Renaissance” and “Baroque.” A more encompassing picture and genuine un-

derstanding of Rubens’s effect in history ðWirkungsgeschichteÞ will emerge as

we constantly enrich our capacity for comparing, contrasting, describing, and ex-

plaining details ðGadamer and Ricœur 1982, 310–11; Szondi 1986, 22; Ricœur

1991, 77; Pächt 1999, 104Þ.
The Kantian notion of “moral sublime” serves our purpose well in enabling

us to widen our horizons so that we can consider Rubens’s works in the po-

sition of other painters ðKant 2000, 173–76Þ. Within the kind of international

community that we are establishing for Rubens, we will argue for his benefits

out of our admiration for a certain law that he and other painters have contracted.

We will be balancing between imagining and reasoning—between our observa-

tion of oddities and our duty of associating them with meaningful contexts—

so as to advance the well-being of the community. We will be actively taking

a course of action to bridge differences seemingly spotted between beautiful and

ugly forms, as if we were following a command that addresses our profound sense
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of responsibility. Becoming such morally creative agents free from the charge of

stylistic labels, we ought to discover certain laws or principles that enable us to

imagine unpleasant features in the context of charming and sweet images, as if they

both together already formed part of the evolving artistic world conceived as a

community.

One of the laws ðor psychological principlesÞ that serves to achieve such

ends is analogical reasoning. When operating within the formula ðA:B5 C:DÞ
that juxtaposes two forms ðA, CÞ and their derivations ðB, DÞ, we have no choice
but to honor the fairly logical end product ðDÞ, however mistaken or absurd

such a comparison may appear. Just as language learners make blunders while

actually speaking, so artists may become weary of strict analysis while draft-

ing and painting ðSaussure 2006, 107; Kant 2012, 38–39Þ. The creation of bas-

tardized forms—resembling not what is tutored but whatever one feels, desires,

or imagines—is actually quite common in linguistic and artistic world makings.

On the one hand, creative artists feel a confidence that they are actually beating

a new path whenever they are attentively and prolifically working out their own

designs. On the other hand, their imagination woven into their own works does

not merely serve their selfish ends—their narcissism or idiosyncrasy—but their

communities as a whole, where a lot more innovative ideas and patterns have

been set against one another ðKant 2012, 45–47Þ. Strange and deviant forms

do not undermine the possibility that creative artists may be leading a duti-

ful communal life: they are able to reach out confidently and to associate their

ideas with those of their colleagues. The power of analogical reasoning actually

allows artists together with their peculiar designs to socialize and to travel be-

yond borders just like that of any standard and regular forms ðSaussure 2006Þ.
Let us stage several encounters—meetings between similar-looking images—

which enable us to empower the eloquence of ðmilkÞmaids painted and retouched

by Rubens. We gather from the two pieces of work we have compared and uni-

fied ðshown as fig. 9 and the central part of fig. 10Þ a formula

A : B5 ðMilkÞmaid : basket=jar=lamb;

which enables us to associate Rubens’s designs with other painterly practices

ðA:BÞ. The Virgin Mary has been recognized as one of the key figures ðin the

A positionÞ that can be drawn into such a comparison and contrast ðShawe-
Taylor and Scott 2007, 136Þ. This is fairly true, since Rubens has indeed in-

serted several images of a maid carrying a basket overhead into his depictions

of biblical narratives—both standard and apocryphal—which appears to argue
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for the coexistence of Mary and the maid at crucial moments in biblical his-

tory ðshown as the top row in fig. 10Þ. The appearances of the maid in this con-

text create an enlightening and cheerful atmosphere: she witnessed the scene

of the first meeting between Christ and St. John the Baptist, who were not yet

born ðon the rightÞ; she was among those amazed to find that Christ together

with his disciples forgave a sinful woman, Mary Magdalene ðon the leftÞ.
With the somewhat cumbersome looking jar—found not only in the late

sixteenth-century Netherlandish drawing Rubens retouched but also in the

medieval Greco-Roman tradition of depicting the scene of the Annunciation—

Rubens argues that Mary and the maid shared the same blessed fortune of

giving birth to the holy infant—“The message of the Nativity is conveyed with-

out depicting Bethlehem” ðShawe-Taylor and Scott 2007, 136Þ. Among the

Byzantine depictions that favored the Apocrypha, Mary was thought to have

heard the angel’s whispers outside her house before the angel actually appeared

to her indoors. She was portrayed in the act of drawing water with a pitcher

so as to fulfill her task of spinning ðthe purple and the scarletÞ assigned by the

priest ðshown on the far right in the middle row; Elliott ½1996� 2008, 37–38;
Zuffi ½2002� 2003, 55Þ, just as the maids in Rubens’s landscapes appear to be

preparing for farm work. Intriguingly, certain Italian painters such as Leonardo

da Vinci ð1452–1519Þ and Francesco Raibolini ð1447–1517Þ also endorsed this

tradition of depicting an open-air Annunciation. The whole episode—Mary hear-

ing the news while reading the Holy Scriptures—was shown to have taken place

outside Mary’s house. In addition to the courtyard where the angel and Mary

communicated with each other, these painters created pleasant-looking perspec-

tival landscapes as the background ðwith variations of trees, lakes, mountains,

and the clear skyÞ.
The lamb appears like an unusual attribute of Mary: it was frequently asso-

ciatedwithChrist and certain saints or apostles such as St. Agnes and St. John the

Baptist. By adding in his retouched drawing a grotesque-looking image of the

lamb on themaid’s skirt ðBelkin 2009, 267Þ, Rubens endowedMary with certain

unexpected qualities—she was not just passively reading or receiving the divine

light but actively reaching out and working together with folks, just as any

apostle figure might behave. In addition, Rubens actually thickens the bare

hands of the maid holding the lamb, making her nose appear masculine and her

feet beast-like; all these revisions suggest that he may have thought about

transforming the maid into a male figure. This said, the old peasant whose left

foot Rubens hides in the maid’s drapery can be reinterpreted as a collaborator

rather than a lusty old man. Stunningly, Rubens’s approach to representing
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Mary serves to bridge medieval legends that describe Mary as “the good shep-

herd” who governs the church with the blessed fruit of her womb ðSainte An-
toine, 1389–1459Þ and eighteenth-century Spanish appendages of the lamb to

Mary as a shepherdess. Images of Mary presiding over and touching lambs

were actually quite popular in Spain and Spanish America ðshown in fig. 10 on

the far left in the middle row; Stratton-Pruitt et al. 2006, 172–75Þ.
The remaining intriguing detail to engage with is the milkmaid whose face

is masked by the udder and teats of a cow. How can this be associated with any

divine message and be integrated into the same formula of analogical reason-

ing? The image of milking reminds us of an allegory that Rubens’s master Otto

van Veen painted and that he much later tactfully revised ðshown as the bot-

tom rowÞ. Compared with his Flemish master’s design, which emphasized the

antagonism between Venus and Minerva ðon the leftÞ, Rubens’s composition

ðon the rightÞ induces us to reflect upon their hidden harmony by evoking the

alliance between Pax and Minerva, both of whom actually govern civil virtues

in their own ways ðRosenthal 2007Þ. The image of Minerva’s bare right hand

is given a new function concerning action taking: rather than simply deflecting

the milk which Venus draws on to seduce a young man, her right hand defends

Pax from the intrusion of Mars and the Furies.

Rubens’s blending of looks and attributes renders Pax a Venus-like figure:

the winged putto holding an olive wreath and a caduceus is a symbol of Pax,

while around her the leopard and the satyr, although friendly and peaceful

looking, cannot be dissociated from the frenzy of lusts that Venus evokes. Ru-

bens’s modifications transform Venus into a guardian of maternity who works

closely withMinerva in upholding a nation. Such a conceptual detour was actually

preceded by the Italian convention of depicting victorious Venus ðVenus VictrixÞ:
artists fused Venus’s naked body with Minerva’s gear as one unity so as to ex-

press emperors’ longings for peace and to glorify their prospects for the future

ðWittkower 1977Þ. The same logic can be applied to observing and interpreting

the significance of down-to-earth ðmilkÞmaids in Rubens. They actually appear

quite original and powerful in engaging, bridging, and unifying diverse traditions

of storytelling and image making. Just as Venus and Minerva work together in

safeguarding national peace and prosperity, the milkmaids and the old peasants,

that is, Mary and the apostles, cooperate seamlessly in preaching the Christian

faith.

Rubens’s selfhood ðipse-identityÞ regains its vitality through our associating

attributes he employs with similar-looking images found in certain depictions

of Mary and goddesses. The galaxy of images ðshown in fig. 10Þ gathered and
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grouped together from inside out renders prominent Rubens’s profession as a

painter. His profound connections with treasures of tradition go beyond the

strictures of his real life. The networking enables us to perceive subtle intercon-

nections between images and narratives while appreciating the permanence of

Rubens’s image making across times and geographical areas by way of vibrant

analogical reasoning. Such a global perspective serves to revise the crude inter-

pretation that identified Rubens as any of the old peasants accompanying

youthful-looking maids, and so we are advised not to confuse such a thing

½idem-�identity with selfhood. The global perspective rather gives rise to a new

look at Rubens, together with the oddities he created; his new identity is now

recognized as the outcome of our schematic yet delightful play on storytelling.

As semiotic cum hermeneutic players, we have not only broadened our horizons

of judging and interpreting but also fulfilled our duty of creating a surplus of

meaning.
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